[Can ambulatory blood pressure be assessed using 9 self-measurements?].
This study compares the blood pressure (BP) levels, the variability and the circadian BP variation recorded in ambulatory (AM) and self measurement (SM) conditions. The BP is recorded every 15 min on the day time with an automatic device (Space-labs) in a population of 16 normotensive patients; the same day, each patient performs with an half automatic device (SEB) 9 self measurements between 8 am and 8 pm. The SM method provides significantly lower mean values: -3.9 mmHg and -3.1 mmHg for the Systolic and the Diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) than the AM. The heart rate (HR) also is lower in SM than in AM (-6.5 cy/min). The BP variability is lower for the SBP and the HR in SM. The correlation between AM and SM hours means is poor. This study shows that the self measurement method provides a lower BP level and variability than the full ambulatory method and the hourly means variation are not assessed.